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This is - how i felt being with 
you,of you,for you or without 
you.  
Every word narrates a moment 
when i had me, you, us or none 
at all. 
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I wish i had the heroic talent to let you know - how 
exactly every word you pronounced affected my 
existence, but i didn’t my love. And maybe it was 
best for  both of us to not know about this until 
this moment - when you get to read this masterpiece 
of chaos and romance.  
This will make you cry, read all of it at once if you 
dare. But i wouldn’t ask that of you. Not all of it 
will make sense to you, cause this is not how you 
felt, this is how i felt. This is how my body felt.  
 
And if a piece of a phrase or line - creates a storm 
in you, i request you to not contact me. But feel it. 
This is how i felt too - at once. This is how i might 
be feeling - right now.  
Don’t ask me  - questions about it, go talk to 
another lover or poet about it, but none would be 
able to make you understand - just how it all was.  
Cause i would always like to keep my emotions a 
distance away from you - for the reason they will 
always have the power to destroy all the good and bad 
things i have with you.  
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It’s always about him  - isn’t it honey? 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

I like the way you look at me, 
you make me believe in me, unreasonably , 
I like the way, our hands almost touch, 
we never take it seriously, 
I like the way, you let me write 
disgraceful things about you, 

I like the way, you respect me, 
you let me be a little me party, 
I'd dance with you, 
I'd hold your hand, 
I'd kiss you first, 
without any demands, 
if the wind was too sweet, 
to wrap you around me, 
I'd dance with you, 
I'd kiss you, 
And you never know, 
If I'd say yes to you. 
friendship Is good as a lie. 
 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

you and I are enclosed in a memory i hold 
you are a synecdoche for everything I hold. 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
For you do not need nobody  else. 
For you do not need nobody  else. 
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For you do not need nobody  else, than me . 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
Take me to heaven or heaven not 
Take me to heaven or heaven not. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

Somedays he’s all i want  
Somedays he’s all i need 
Somedays he’s all i cannot find 
But all days - his  is the only name that I search for. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

You are all I need after I let go of anything but me . 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
I remember the friday call  with all its events in my mind. I remember how it felt 
to have you say my name in the question  I asked. I never knew it was coming. 
We had worked together for several projects- you know how exactly I am- 
meticulous and particular. I remember writing in my diaries- scribbling at the 
back of my registers-going through social drama-making sad faces  and being 
pushed into drains I never belonged to. I can recall all the dialogues in 
sequential manner- of the years that went by. I have written about you in the 
odd hours of the day and I wish to continue till the day I am. I do not have 
reasons to love you- I will never have, but what I do know is that your name is 
resistant enough to not leave my mind. I have never been as involved in 
anyone before you as I am today. Memories of us stroll down my eyes like I 
am in the land we built. I can’t exactly tell you when it happened or how it 

happened or when did I know it was meant to be - but after endless hours of 
questioning myself I know there is no-one but you in this one heart of mine. 
Now I believe love simply is, you don’t have control over it, it just happens. 

 There was a reason why I confessed to you on the 12th- cause I simply never 
knew what was going to be or not. I simply am madly in love with you- and I do 
not know where it will take me. Your name echoes in my mind like the waves 

of the water kissing the beach. I admire our conversations on the phone- you 
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can see my face lit up, you can see my lips curved in the most beautiful 
manner.  

I hope you’re able to stop me when I am consumed in  my wild side. I hope 
you’re able to read in between the lines. I hope you get to- understand me. I 
hope you get to be with me – as long as you’d like. And I hope to tell you this 
one last thing- sometimes I like to be left alone ’til I realise who I am, 
sometimes I forget about the history we share, sometimes I forget my 
self-worth, sometimes I forget about people I love the most, sometimes I’ll 
never be there. And I hope that you’ll be able to stand this turbidity and 
nuisance with your pride and love for me. 

You do not need to know about things until they’re complete. 
 (you called while i was writing this and i missed your phone call to write this.) 

 
I love you! And now I know you love me too. 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

look upon her teas, 
and her phone’s charged now 
the calls how sweet and long 
and variable in nature, 
the way she smiles in air 
and you know it’s all changed 
she’s never played her heart 
so if it gets broken- 
she’ll take it with his name, 
her careless “aye” 
will help her- grow her happily ever after 
or one day- I’ll say in regret 
that my promises went stale. 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
And like the colour of red 
– it drew me in, 
dyed me into its beautiful. 
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it could be troublesome 
it could end up in ruins 
it could- 
but in the now- 
its attention grabbing 
its seeking my mind 
like the electric blues, 
and the time stops to congratulate 

and I celebrate walking around. 
 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

for all the chances I gave him to walk over me, 
he didn’t,  he stayed, 
my fragile hopes and big dreams- sometimes make me cry, 
after every phone call that went wrong, 
I held myself like a baby, 
cause as much as he wants me, 
he doesn’t come with a guarantee  of next time 
and he said something, that reminded me of what I wrote on that diary 
“you’ll have to take her sorrows, you’ll have to teach her, 
you’ll have to romance her, cause she doesn’t know 
she doesn’t know how to, 
you’ll have to love her and break her limitations” 
and just like other days, 
there he goes making me fall in love , 
hoping he’s promised for another day, 
but no promises seem to ever exist, 
and on some phone calls he makes me speechless 
on the other he takes away my breathe 
on some he eases me, 
on some he promises me that he will stay no matter what 
he has weird crazy habits of loving me, 
no I have never had a broken heart, 
and getting my heartbroken will be a misery of my pride over love 
I write and that’s what I do best 
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I breathe in peace, that is what I do best 
and I don’t speak and he says he wants me to 
and every trial of him – takes him closer to my heart 
but he isn’t promised, 
causes promises don’t really last here, 
and I hope he’s promised for another day, just another, 
till I pray again. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

He never complaint if i texted him 10 hours later. But i always  did, i always do 
and i always will complain about his late replies.  

 
....✫.✫.✫.... 

it’s him, 
and it will always be him, 
his words, his touch, his magic, him, 
it’s him 
and my mind tells me – 
it will always be him. 
even if the world is- 
it’ll always  be him. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
I am a winter  girl 
He is a summer  man 
How did we meet in spring ? 
Maybe we left our seasons to fall in love. 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
With tears in my eyes  i still smiled. Cause he was the priceless in my life. 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
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I’m hanging on forevers with you 
You’re hanging on forevers with me  
I love you a little each more time 
You keep me alive on days i can’t survive.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
I can recognise the  way he smells when he does not wear his perfume . How 
his lips feel, and how his saliva  is. I can romance  right here with all these 
images that I paint  in my head. But I still chose  to not love myself or him on 
several days. And it starts with hurting me till he can feel that I am not happy 
and then he cries too. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
I have this habit of writing our initials on my left foot ankle curve. His initials 
merges into mine - but in real life i keep him a mile away from me. And that 
tears him  apart.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
I sometimes  wonder what made you fall in love with me 
And you always say everything  
But that doesn’t answer my question. 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
He knows me more than i do. He loves me more than i do.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
he’s the vacation I wanted from life, 
even in his indecisiveness 
or 
my headaches, 
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I see myself happening, 
even in my tears 
or 
silence on phone calls 
I see my life happening, 
even in his “I’m fine” 
or 
I am not good enough for you, 
I see myself happening to life. 
he’s the vacation  I wanted from life, 
 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
And meeting with you yesterday made all my emotions surface. I forget my 
logic  with you, i act like i never do - and i know it should worry me but it 
doesn’t. Cause you always know. You know. You always do.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

I’d always want you  with every sunrise and sunset that i see in my life. Your 
wanting can never be ended or saturated. And I never knew if i could love 
someone or something with that much care.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
Texting him is like putting my one hand out in the universe asking it to  grant 

me a wish . Holding his hand is like putting my hand  in front of him from where 
onwards he knows what i want. Calling him is like being me with the 
hesitations and quick cover up remarks and straightforward questions and 
deep silences where i try to hear his breathe. Being with him is like trying to 
know yourself step by step. Learning how to live, love and have faith in 
yourself, him and the relationship you are building.  
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....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

In his indecisions - i get angry. But that is lovely. This anger is lovely. This 
right to be angry is lovely. The way he says my name when i purse my lips 
tight is lovely. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
 

Every single time - you call me. My screen turns blue and your name is 
displayed - your first name . I look at it with fascination  - the first letter in caps 
and the rest in small. I like the way - the letters of your name looks. I have 
tried changing the case of the letters but then they no longer symbolise my 
image of you. I call you with these sugary sweet words - but they do not 
represent you like your name does. I make love with it. In the middle of my 
classes i see myself writing your name in all different type of fonts and slants 
- i look at how my hand crafts your name with so much ease - like it only 
knows this art. And then when i erase your name - the craft still stays there - 
the paper never lets it go.  

 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
 
So I act like I am - sometimes being too much of myself- other times being a 
little less. All the times - one of us is careful  to not hurt the other. 
I still like the way we do us -I like waking up and learning to love again 
Your blank replies and my stupidity. 
I like the way we go on and on about things - I like the way we do us.  
I like the way we do us.  
 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

I could smell you, your lips , your sweat, your skin - you were so close to me. I 
could sense you with eyes open. And you seemed so close to me. I felt 
connected  to you.  
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....✫.✫.✫.... 

 
I love you in ways only my poetry  knows. 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

Sometimes i wonder - where the truth lies in my poetry  or words i text to you. 
Or even the fact who knows me better. Or who knows me at all. And then we 
kiss and all ideas come to rest. And there are no ideas anymore.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

You get me tipsy when you say words that put me  on fire. 

....✫.✫.✫.... 

I will either marry you or end up getting my heart broken in here. Honestly, I 
am ready for both of ‘em. Cause writers don’t believe in the power of 
forevers .  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
Kinda lost in the way you pull me closer and kiss  me. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 

This resistance to wet thy lips is irresistible.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
You’re the only  love affair i want from life. 

 
....✫.✫.✫.... 
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You’re the loveliest man I have ever met. 

 
....✫.✫.✫.... 
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I’m high on 

you days 
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In this moment and the moments to come you’re the one  i’ll be thinking about. 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
I speak like a lady in complete love now.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

All things only  make me want to love you better.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

Hold on to nothing but him  – when everything tells you not to. 
In the end- you’d always want him. You always did. You always will. You 
always do. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

I miss you  with every breathe of mine 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
If it was for me, i’d sit by you and tell you how much I love you. But then your 
voice  would make me speechless  in no time. So i’d rather stare at you till my 
last breathe.I love you more than i love my pizzas or brownies. 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

I’ve never felt my name’s importance  until his lips utter it.  
Even as he says - i feel myself reoccur  to my own self.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
Of all the heartbroken I have been 
you fill my insides with faith- I cannot name 
of all the tears I have cried 
you make me happy instantly 
of all the lives I’ve wasted on not being me 
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you take all my fuck you’s and say okay 
of all the times I complain  about not being fine 
you just stand and help me 
and of all the times 
we say goodnight 

you make me realise how much a man can love his girlfriend 
you are the heaven that the moon sent for my safekeeping . 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

it’s him. 
he’s the poetry which brings flowers to bloom 
he’s that taste  of alcohol which doesn’t give you the high. 
he’s that dress which fits perfectly 
he’s that plane  which you can never catch 
he’s that song  which you can never get enough of 
he’s that call  of duty which shatters down anytime 
he’s that number you never ring up 
he’s that hand  you never let go 
he’s that friend  you never want as a friend 
he’s that guy you want to talk dirty to 
he’s the kind  of hungry – you can’t satisfy 
he’s that lover- you want to marry 
he’s that heartbeat – you can never understand the rhythm of. 
and boy- he’s such a sin. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
In the car- how did we end up holding hands in the cinema 
 we used to be different back then 
In the restroom - how did we end up kissing in the fire exit  
 we used to be different back then 
In the t.v. room - how did we end up saying i love you 
 we used to be different back then 
And in every moment that has ever since passed by there has been a thought 
making me blush and smile, because we are different now.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
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and him? 
he's the t-shirt I wore the day I kissed him 
he's the patterns of shirts he wears 
he's the Skype conversations 
he's the 'crazy names' I give him 
he's the reason I'd paint my nails 
he's the reason I'd keep my hair open 
he's the reason I'd ever believe- 
that I was meant to be - 
completely be. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
Would I be in love with a love of yours simply. 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
Everything seems dull compared to the way you hold me tight when we are. 
Every twist and turn of each of those rides had no effect on me. 
Your hands as strong and as safe 

Your hands as binding as guarded 

Your hands as heavenly as freeing. 

Your hands on my waistline  - makes me strong. 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

Today - i asked my god to take me a  on a date with you. For the past few 
days, i haven’t felt you, me or us. And I cannot imagine waking up to days 
where I do not feel any of it. I told him - how I would dress up , and which 
place I wanted to go, and at what time, and what I wanted to do. And in the 
end of my wish - I commanded him. Now you have got to do this for me. Only 

he could. 

 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
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Yesterday - i went to school. And while going upstairs to the MP hall, I recalled 
you with your semblance. And I wanted to text you right away - saying I loved 
you and that I was coming back home to you. But- I did not. I wish I had.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

I have never known a man walk up the escalator to be on the same level as 
his girlfriend. I love you.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
In the metro, we sat close and he talked about how me not texting him made 
him crazy, he reread the chats, revisited each memory, thought very hard, just 
to understand what went wrong. I love you.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
In the food court area, he talked about his favourite picks from the menu of 
each outlet there, i looked at him with such fascination. I love you.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
I stopped in the middle of nowhere as I was growing scared every single 
moment. He put his arms around my shoulder and took me forward with him. I 
love you.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
Sitting there with him looking at a piece of glass as he ate his lunch, all my 
questions seemed to untangle . The person i wrote about the last few days 
were my sad ideas of you , not you.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
Even when we do not talk, he doesn’t mind but walk by my side. And when a 
conversation picks up - we look at each other with reverence. I love you.  
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....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
We were standing at the starbucks and for the first time I heard him called me 
his  wife. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
We were sitting in the metro my hands in his, and we were about to miss our 
station. He said - people shouldn’t travel with pretty people.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
As long as i have my beating heart, i have you,  
Cause my beating heart loves  you.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
 
I get high on you in several ways. Like when i hear somebody talk about their 
boyfriend , or when i see people holding hands, or people eating chocolate , or 
hindi  songs, or punjabi  songs, or places where i talked  to you, or my poetry 
about you, or anime , or things i only say to you. 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
Even my  mother knows when i think about you.  
 

 
....✫.✫.✫.... 

 
*I can’t even pretend that I do not miss you. * 

Because I miss you. I miss you. I miss you.  
I miss being able to see you even if from far. 
I miss listening to your voice. I miss the kind of confusions your eyes provided. 
I miss you body language – how you carried your shoulders and your upper 
body. 
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I miss seeing your handwriting and borrowing homeworks from you. I miss 
seeing your face every morning on working days. 
I miss – how you talked to me.  And how I acted cool – when I knew I was 
slowly losing my patience. 
I miss being with you – not so much being of you. I miss breathing while my 
eyes looked at you (all in hope). 
And I miss you. 
And that’s something that I don’t like – because it reminds me that even after 
all of this – you’re pretty much all I need. 
And that is why I ask you to not miss me, because it is a misery. The sweetest 
misery – like the calories that chocolates provide, like the high beer gives, like 
the sweeping of sandstorms, like the inability to feel you whenever I’d like to. 
 

I miss you! 

 
....✫.✫.✫.... 

 
 
i’d take every dangerous  hallway with you. i am in love with you. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
 
he is such a darling – all in my mind right now. 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
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Of Love 
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Don’t become needy for someone - that’s not love , that’s dependence  for 
survival. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
Love was meant to be tough - it was meant to test us and tear us. Until we 
swore  allegiance to it.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
 
I want to to see your thought process in progress  - that is how close I want 
to be to you.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

Some loves have deep insecurities .  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

And I’d say i love you a million times , but none of them could make you 
realise how my heart beats for you. So I will continue telling you how much 
you matter because one day - it will all make sense. Love empowers , it is felt, 
can’t really be written about in true respect. 
  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
Whoever loved tried once. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

Love has the blinding power. It relieves you of pain and misery . It allows you 
to see only those parts of people - that you wish to. It has the power to blur 
your vision, to skip the warnings and to fall without ever providing you with the 
base line. And among other things - love takes your entire body and soul - and 
brings you back to life again.  
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....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
“I believe in the transience of relationships. I believe you could love a person 
madly and one day fall out of love in the same easy manner.” 
It’s funny how much we play around with our hearts. The essence of love isn’t 
seen in these seasonal love affairs- they are rather put up shows to ease 
away the feeling of loneliness and gain public sympathy. 
I’ll tell you what love is  – it is the warmth in the winter, like the hotness of the 
coffee, like the merry of festive season, like the excitement of a child, like the 
free flying birds, like the notifications of my man, like the setting sun, like the 
brownie dripping  with chocolate, like fresh hot pan pizza. 
Love is- the long conversations about things that matter and don’t. Love is the 
wait and fulfilment of it. Love is the spaces and spontaneity of feelings. Love is 
the remembrance and forgetfulness of your person. Love is staying up all 
night-texting in darkened rooms. Love is waking up with his name on your lips. 
Love is seeing their face in every person you meet. Love is what keeps you 
heart pumping, your eyes gazing, your fingertips warm and your skin safe. 
Love is the hesitation of hurting the other. Love is those little flirtatious 
messages. Love is  making the other speechless (repeatedly). Love is 
hanging on the phone- and listening to the background sounds. Love is 
knowing that you’ll make it out alive of your bad days because the other 
person is wishing for the same. Love is – accepting your feelings at odd hours 
of the day. Love is cursing the signal- and calling each other to fight the odds. 
Love is letting go of the boundaries you’ve been carrying to keep yourself 
alive. Love is wondering about the times you’ve spent in past. Love is reading 
the old conversations and letters periodically. Love is being alive and 
passionately crazy for your only one. 
Love isn’t insecure or afraid or fearful. 
Love is powerful, yielding and courageous. 
Love is listening to that one song you call yours. Love is recalling their voice- 
their reactions – their everything. Love is. And forever will be one of the most 
adventurous feeling. 
And I hope you find yours soon. I hope you keep them happy. 
“Love isn’t blind- it allows you to look for perfections in imperfection. It lets you 
believe in the wrong and sinful. It leaves you wonderstruck and 
dumbfounded.” 
And I say this with conviction as my heart-beats that I love you! 
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....✫.✫.✫.... 

 
 
*Distance makes me love you – cause distance allows me to love you in a 
manner you wouldn’t allow of, you wouldn’t believe in.* 
People aren’t beautiful. Our emotions make them look lovely and all good 
things. 
This is what distance allows you to do – it helps you recognise the happy 
times in the absence of them, it helps you recognise the importance of the 
other- it lets you recover from your heart breaks- it lets you love people without 
them knowing- without them being there with you. 
And that is the beauty of it. 
*Cause not always can you love a person when they sit beside you cause 
their flaws overpower the emotions you have for them.* 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
blank conversations 
and dreams full of kisses 
maybe that’s how it was 
with dirty poetic instances 

and midnight conversations. 
and that’s how love is 
colourful and dark. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
And above all if you ever find love 
- tell about it to everyone, and if you ever experience heartbreak, cry yourself. 
Cause when you fall in love, you fall, and you take that fall with your own 
permission. You take every part of yourself and jump, and there is no bottom 
to it, but you fall, deeper and deeper only to discover other possibilities . but 
when that person goes, don’t go to people and cry- cause then you’re 
degrading yourself, cause you jumped on your own terms. as difficult it is, cry 
your own self and let yourself be. * 
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....✫.✫.✫.... 

 
Love comes with the danger of losing yourself.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

And this is falling, falling to discover, to figure out, to rehappen.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

They talk about love without knowing the rush of it. They harass this feeling 
like they’ve ever been into it. It’s hard to find love , it’s rare. But when it finds 
you it makes you realise why all the romantic movies and love songs make 
absolute sense  
They don’t know us. They never will.  
But i hope one day, they fall deep and realise what misery they were to me.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
They think about love differently-  
But we never did  
We still do not make bodies 
We are knitting  our love differently.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

Sometimes you realise your person is just not yours  
Your lover is just not yours 
Your people are just not yours 
You have them on sharing basis  
And if you love them enough - how much ever of them you have will just be 

enough.  
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....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
 
You know how much i love you? I cannot compare or quantify it to let you 
know. But - I love you.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
I won’t let any Monday come in your life - where your name  will not play in my 
head as I breathe. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
I hope wherever our fate takes you, us or me. We still have what we made.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
Maybe this country will no longer seem pretty and the places where we made 
love would be empty . But if you are happy - I am happy. We can love the 
differences in time zones and empty hands. 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
Love is for lonely people. We use love to fill in the gaps that we are unable to 
fill. To fill in - our time, our day, our lives. We start to impose and similarize 
between our personalities. We use love to feel energized, joyful, productive, 
lively - at most normal. Love is for lonely people - to make them feel the 
feels they cannot otherwise. The joy of being truly lies in friendship - because 
it allows for everything that love does not allow for. May your lover be your 
friend first. We are manipulators of love. 

 
....✫.✫.✫.... 

 
 

He shares his dad’s words with me 
His honesty alone wins my heart 
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How could i not be in love ? 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

today. i walked through the garden. 
thinking. my blood was a little warmer, heartbeat a little faster, and my face 
shone a better brighter. i listened to a playlist titled something i don’t 
remember. i turned the volume high enough that any other voice could not be 
distinguished discreetly. and then i put all my energy into remembering us. 
you. 
the things you do for me/us – like taking the longer route to your home, 
getting off the bus a little far from your house, eloping your friends to stay with 
me. 
like asking for 5 more minutes – before you have to run for an errand. and 
shushing me when i ask you to leave immediately. 
like kissing me a goodnight no matter how the day treated you. and voluntarily 
putting me first in situations where i ask you not to (and when i actually mean 
it/ unlike other times). 
like kissing me – unexpectedly. like eating my pizza slice. like letting me empty 
your spoon just when you are about to eat it. letting me drink your coffee when 
you absolutely need it. letting me eat all the chicken on your pizza. and letting 
me take the nicer/juicier  parts. 
letting me put my heavy head on your chest. like caressing my right side of 
body. like holding my sweaty palms when no one tolerates them. like putting 
your arms around my shoulders and walking by my side. like taking the same 
step of escalators i do. and letting me freeze in the middle of nowheres. 
like kissing me so nicely that i can feel it when i am alone in the bed. like 
dropping me home just to make sure i reach home safe. like clicking 
photographs for the purpose i can see them and feel you right next to me. 
like eating all of my favourite dishes on our dates. and agreeing to me even 
when you would want to deny. like holding my hands even when we are with 
your friends. like agreeing to my plans. like saying “i understand” when i do 
not. and loving me just the way i am. 
i came home with the thoughts of you. and i have been alot more happier 
since. 
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....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
 
I came back on thursday and you’ve been on your best behaviour.  
Wait. Let me fill you in with details like you always ask. Babe, there’s a 
checklist in my head of  how my man should behave/act/be with me. And ever 
since i came back we’ve been the closest we have ever been. It is beautiful 
hanging out with you. It is amazing having those 5 minutes of phone call and 
the fried momos snacks with you. I think you’re brave to stop your scooty and 
kiss me in the middle of the road. I think you’re strong when you take my 
fingers and make love with them. I think you’re smart when you remember the 
little details i mention to you. I think you’re intelligent when you ask me how 
that situation went at my place. I think you’re genuine when you ask me what 
excuse i made at my home to meet you this time. I think you’re mine when you 
look  me straight in the eye and tell me you love me. And i think it’s all so 
beautiful that i look at the moon and wish for more days like this. I hope that 
what we have only grows better with time.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
 
All i did after coming back home was text him day in day out. I swear - i only 
need you. I swear - i love you.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

And sometimes i want to marry you again.  and i want to have a bonfire and 
sing songs with you. and dance with you. and sometimes i just want to hug 
you for no reason. and breathe. and sometimes i want to look at you when 
we're going back home till you start to tease me with your hands. and 
sometimes i want you to take the longer way home. and sometimes i don't 
want to go back home. and sometimes i want to yell at you - and fight with 
you. and sometimes i want to meet you again, and start loving you again. all 
over again.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
  
i should have told him i loved him before going back home in auto.  
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but i hope he knows - i am in love with him.  
i hope you know i have days when i wish to die.(i think you do now) i am not 
as strong as you think/or my mother believes. i am adamant, rude and weird. 
eventhough i always take leaderships on decisions i should not, i am not okay 
enough.  i just  like steering the tyres of my life. but i am not the pillar you 
vouch for. but i am trying.  
lately i have started recognising the smell of your different perfumes, and their 
effects on me. ahh. i like the way we hold hands, like there's understanding 
between our hands that only they know. they jam in to have their own sweet 
moments. my fragile painted thin fingers crisscossed in your comforting clear 
hands. i think your grip is the boldest and strongest - they have the power to 
revive every broken conversation and bumps in roads.  
it was fun running across roads with you. it was thriling kissing you on the 
bench as the cars passed by. it was sweet of you to make a snap of me eating 
an eclair(that was my first). it is interesting looking right into your eyes - like i 
am about to strip your clothes away and kiss you. it is empowering the way 
you call me yours. it is adventurous clicking your photographs in places. it is 
nice chasing you. it is attractive pampering you. it is hillarious walking on the 
road with you discussing about the most intense subjects.(sex) it is religious 
when you sit me down and talk to me about your deepest experiences in life. 
(my honey never turned salty, but i cry often and my teardrops are not rose 
sweet). i love following your every advice like a new fashion trend. i listen to 
your words with way more concentration than to my lectures in uni. i hate it 
when we're together and our lips have nothing to talk about. i sometimes look 
at your eyes and they refuse to tell me what hurts you. and i am sorry for 
making you cry. and i know you're sorry too. and i hope with hope you'll 
always want to be mine after every worse fight. (change this maybe - maybe?) 
i don't know - how it will be tomorrow or the day after. but maybe today - 
i loved you better. i hope to love you till i die. 
i am blessed to have you.(had to replace my thankyous). 

Honey. I. Love. You.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
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I’m doing no 
good to me 
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You fit perfectly in sad notations that I write from time to time.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
There are times  - where i still wonder  
If he loves me  
Or  
He sees me as a duty he has to follow. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
And I give you my insanity - to feel myself again.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
When you let go of the idea of a person - nothing can effect you. 

 
....✫.✫.✫.... 

  
Never force conversations - especially when your body says no.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
I never could decide if i loved him 
Or  
If I was living in the love of his romantic drama. 

 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

I always wanted to take the fall for it. And maybe today I took the fall for it - it 
hurt like hell. I do not think  I will ever believe in love again. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
I lose my mind so quick when it comes to him. 
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....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

He said- “You could take all them time you’d want – I’d still be here for you.” 
 

 
....✫.✫.✫.... 

 
don’t doubt its power to hurt you 
don’t doubt its power to fill you with waiting times 
don’t doubt it, 
cause you never will understand. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
You must have been bliss 
but i did not enjoy you much. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
I woke up in horror of losing you, i did.  
 

 
....✫.✫.✫.... 

 
somedays I give myself up for an auction 

to my thoughts- depressing, 
they slither in the depths of my brain 
where I placed us, or you 

and then they mix poison or some kind of bad things 
that leave me, with eyes that none of us can look at. 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

Now every woman stares at me, assuming I am the reason their son did not 
come back home. 
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....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
 

The better in me – got to know the worst in you, 
and I cannot imagine leaving  you- 
but I’m not with you anymore- 
I said ‘relax’  – like I knew –it was going to be fine- 
but I had broken myself beyond comparison this time 
and I did not know if I could ever trust myself again 
with him- or not. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

 
You wearing that bracelet is a promise  of your stay with me- wherever I go.  
I was scared to look at your wrist - sometimes I act like i do not know you at 
all. Like the person I love is not you but the man I text and say *eeeeeps* to . 
And then we kiss  and all those thoughts i ever thought before have no 
identity anymore and from there start those conversations that ease my mind.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

What is everyday of being with him ? 
The kind of desperation i am starting to have - for him.  
It is not good. Not really good for healthy living. 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
I never asked of you anything 
And that’s where I went wrong  
I accepted by submissivity in this game 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
 I want you to give me pain - only so that I can complete this book. The only 
thing I have loved more than you. 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
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I am hearing sounds I am not supposed to - of the phone-calls  that never 
came.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
In every passerby there is a hope to find someone, not like you, but you. 
In every clothing piece, I find only shades of clothes you have, 
In every memory of us that we made, there's a tinge of sadness that is 
building up 
I begged my god for you, I'm doing no good to me. 
 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
You know each time you rang my phone - i always acted weird. Physically 
and mentally. And I think you know that. You always know that. And then we 
talked or remained silent. And talked again and then became silent. And 
sometimes I talked to myself and other times you thought of things in your 
head. And it was all a mess . but you know what - I still like our phone calls, I 
still want you to be the person calling me. I only want you to be the person 
talking to me. No matter how hurt I am, or how pathetic it looks, I only want to 
be yours and be loved by you. And I only want to love you.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
 
You know how i feel sometimes ?  I feel that  i am the reason you are not 
happy anymore. And you know how that affects me? It devastates me I wish 
we could have been better.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
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I was in a good mood uptil the phone call happened. I missed you the entire 
day. But i was good - until the phone call came. But during and afterwards  i 
do not know who took my reins.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
 
 

 
i’ll be happier in your absence cause your presence seems like a sin to me. 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
I do not give you the responsibility  to comfort me anymore.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

I remember the first time you wrote my name on your wrist. I remember i was 
walking to my class and it was still early in the morning. I remember - how you 
said that your friends were teasing you.  
And i remember thinking how much more  important that was for you. 
And then after a few weeks i remember writing our name on my hand, and i 
wonder what it did to you. 
And a few days ago i wrote our names on my ankle - and that is the last time i 
ever wanted to see it on my skin.  
I wonder what will take me back to those days of loving you.  
Or if i will ever come back to you.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
 

I am waiting to forget your face one day.  

....✫.✫.✫.... 
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I do not remember loving you at all.  

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
For the first time in these years - i am not waiting for you to show up at my 
door when i open it to walk out. Neither am i replacing your face in other 
people’s faces. Neither am i wondering at which place you are. Neither am i 
thinking when will you call me up. Neither am i waiting to kiss you - or touch 
your face. For the first time - i’m not sending you exclusive snaps, or pictures 
of me with bunny filters. For the first time - i’m not waiting for you to happen to 
me. For the first time - i am not worried about the how’s that are killing you. 
For the first time - your texts don’t spur emotions in me. For the first time - 
none of my thoughts belong to you or the way you were. And for the first time i 
know what it is to live - just for my own heart. Just for myself.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
 
I didn't have my independent existence without you.  
And you know - why it hurt ? because somedays i could find every single 
person but you. And i remember i used to tell myself lies about how you were 
busy doing your shit, when in fact you were only planning  ways to take 
yourself away from me.  
I never imagined how much power i had given you over me- until i started 
growing insane each time i missed a phone-call or skype conversation with 
you.  
And today - i put my phone on airplane and do not  reply to you quick, do not 
think about you, or reflect back on your dialogues. Today i think about how i 

tortured myself being in this relationship. But one thing is for certain - i still 
love you.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
I knew i had lost him.  
6 months ago i had lost myself for him.  
And now i had regained myself.  
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....✫.✫.✫.... 

 
 
And i met you today and it was just as ordinary as anything else. But the 
moments before it and after it were not ordinary at all. Your face was happy 
and mine gleamed with misery. And i wouldn’t like to change anything at 
all.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
I’ve been writing from the past few days about how i’m not trying anymore - 
but the second you blow my phone - i go back to acting like your girlfriend 
again.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

I wish i could still go back to the days - i was high on you. These days i 
wonder if anything related to you will ever interest me.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

And now that your father knows - i sometimes wonder if he will call me up and 
ask me why i’m breaking your heart. And I presume - my silence will let him 

know of us.  

 
....✫.✫.✫.... 

 
 
Stop making me sad. 
Stop making me cry. 
Stop making me think about you. 
The more we try - only further away you go from me. 
And this time - my love I have stopped trying. 
And it is sad because more than anything else you were all I wanted 

But now that i know, we never do. 
We never are .  
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We never were . 
It felt forced. 
my heart aches - that pain diffuses in my body and then my body is sad 
Stop it 
I’ve already stopped trying.  

 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
Sometimes when you act weird I shout at myself. I start to rethink about 
events that have passed. I feed my subconscious  with heartbroken  syrup of 
words. - and you know what is the worst thing i start doing- i stop loving you . 
Since last night i am searching of ways to calm my mind - but only storms are 
being born. No I have not cried yet - because if i do, i will have to let you 
know.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
Sometimes you reply to my texts and sometimes you wouldn’t. A few months 
ago I used to  force conversations on your time  - but now  that I no more do, 
you no more do.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

He’s not the kind of guy you give your heart to.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
You never listen to me when i tell you i am bipolar - but it is not nice of you to 
deny my condition. You should know how I shatter when you push me away. 
You should know how not being yours - makes life wasteful for me. You 
should know how your words mould themselves into knife  on some nights. 
You should know I am not the strong lady you fell in love with. But maybe you 
will never know - because I will never let you that close to me. ( Or like other 
judgements of mine - you will disagree with this one till i live.) 
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....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
 
No matter where I go - each time I swipe my mobile screen I wish it was 
anything from you - only you.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

I wish you were the kind i was looking for. But you are not and i am not. I really 
wish alot of things on you and on alot of days it brings misery to me, us/ you. 
But one day i’ll let you know things that hurt me and that day we will be better.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

I basically cannot decide whether to forgive you or to hurt myself. But i’ll keep 
you with me. And  i think i have the answers with me.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
it would look more merry than wary. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
i could be your personal, you could be my personal. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
I don’t know who I’m missing anymore. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
sometimes my insecurities  learn to love you. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
i feel like asking you – if you really love me and i hope to listen to an answer 
that would not let this question arise ever soon in me. 
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....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
we leave each other on read 
knowing all consequences 
we still text in hope and 

love in pain 

 
....✫.✫.✫.... 

 
i only check my phone to see your name on it. 
and most times – you are nowhere to be seen. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
if you see me again – 
leave me more stranded than you did last time. 
i’ll write better- 
i’ll leave you happier. 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
writing poetry was never make belief- 
it hurts me, words speak better. 
you can read them all, 

trusting a writer is not as easy. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
these washrooms know how many tears and anger – i have left untold to you 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
with him – it is ‘ soul feeding’ , every single moment. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
every phonecall - is deceiving 
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every end – brings me to my – self thought conclusions. 
i apologise – not to fix, but to ease you of the pain i inflict. 
why is it becoming so uneasy for my part to be – 
i wish i were writing these words to you in a text message instead. 
but courage – sometimes never lets you. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
while you keep yourself to yourself, 
I learn to heal from breakups .  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

I really wanted to text him, and talk to him. He said he was sleeping.  
And instead of being happy for all the good things that happened today.I started feeling 
empty. Ouch.  
Maybe I can never have enough of you - at some moments.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
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What loving you - 
did to me. 
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I am fragile in us 

You are fragile otherwise. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
 
Even if loving you was a sin - i’d do it like my religion. 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
I asked her this- 
Is this is what you wanted? 
I have never heard a sillier yes  than that. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
No words from my lover – left me wondering if he ever loved me or was I his 
sin. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
Loving you was undoing myself inch by inch - just to get a little more of you.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

Now your thoughts do not let me sleep- 
Look what you’ve done to me. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
In this warm winter breeze  
I only wait for the love of my life 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
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it makes you feel weak in his presence 
and strong in his smile 
it makes you question  your identity 
and sink into self love 
it makes you hold yourself tight enough to jump into any ocean- deep 
it makes you want to take a ride  home 
it makes you want to say lies to your parents 
it makes you want to postpone  your priorities 
and that is how it was, all that it ever was. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
I don't look at my phone the same way - i hate you so much.  
I don't look at myself the same way - i hate you so much.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
He said I was pretty. Each time he said that - I  only shushed him, before 
those wordings could touch  my brain. 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
There were days when I called you my cause  of sorrow 
There were days you were my only spirits  of poetry. 
 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

Will it ever be okay - to want you more than anything else in this entire 
universe ? 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
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I had started relating everything with your being. Romance, poetry, advice, 

friendship, love, hardships, songs and mostly me . With every snap i sent you- 
with the faith of a reply or at least something, i was greeted with 
disappointment, when a red sign with opened message appeared. Loving 
you was easy, but it was bad.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
Sometimes when you know it isn’t going to be - your mind doesn’t feel 
anxious, your hands do not sweat, your heartbeat does not increase - you just 
be. accepting the integrity of the situation. Cause out of all the times- 
sometimes somethings are not meant to be.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
the tears mark their own route 
the mirror displays everything it sees 
the heart is overwhelmed 
 and the tears dry and she walks out clumsily- strong. 
the scene subsides- with the kiss of his voice. 
that’s what he meant to her. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
The entire world played its role 
My eyes were fixed on the phone 
I smiled – cause it was him 
And somewhere there he was drowning 
I’d do anything to be with you 
Just somewhere near to you 
Where in I could make you realise 
I’d die just to see your smile 
And I love you, it's the only risk I’d dare to try 
You’re the sweetness to my soul 
And the bitter to my life 
You’re the representation of everything I’d ever wished from my life, 
And now that you’re near, 
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I’d ditch my pen and let you in. 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

I remember  waking up to a bunch of messages on instagram, a long 
message on snapchat and a i love you on whatsapp.  
I remember respecting the good morning with the warm smile emoji.  
I remember waiting for you to say - i love you, to confirm you still wanted me. 
I remember losing my sleep to make sure i had not missed a call from you in 
the evenings.  
I remember pretending to listen each of your  long stories with attention, when 
i wanted to yell stop. 
I remember thinking what gave you the courage to confide your innermost 
feelings in me.  
I remember seeing your photographs and trying to talk to them. 
I remember imagining us kissing and trying to make me sleep 
I remember texting you for no reason after i had my coffee after my classes 
I remember those very late night conversations when i only wanted to sleep 
and you only wanted to talk 
I remember opening up to you about my fears and insecurities 
I remember loving you 
I remember how on some nights - i started doing things you did for me when i 
was sleeping 
I remember sending you exclusive bunny filter snaps of me 
I remember asking you to marry me 
I remember all of it 
But i can’t remember where i lost it all - 
where i lost the power to continue with this turmoil anymore.  
 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

I came home and tried to find out why i was so frustrated, why i wanted to 
scream, why i couldnt not make sense to me at all , why i left my best friend 
for 5 minutes of time with you. And nobody could answer these question of 
mine now. Not even you.  
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....✫.✫.✫.... 
"Cause life doesn't do very nice" 
I had forgot living. I was merely surviving. And I know that- because I was 
envious of people who had good life. And I wasn't grateful for my life. I was 
passing time like it had to be. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
in every passerby there's a hope to find someone, not like you, but you. 
in every clothing piece, I find only shades of clothes you have, 
In every memory of us that we made, there's a tinge of sadness that is 
building up 
I begged my god for you, I'm doing no good to me. 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
because writers are self- made products – they love more than lovers and they 
leave scars deeper than oceans 
 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
I write poetry to ease my pain- 
cause that way none of us gets to think about me later, 
cause I do not really think it is going to work 
with you pulling up excuse 
and me trying to stay sane -when I m mad. 
so, poetry over you, until my death. 
and pizza after you- until yours. 
 
 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
tell me you love me- 
and he did, 
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his messages now seemed worthless- 
unlike the times 
when he was the reason I danced and romanced with 
empty air. 
I looked at every man’s face twice 
to check if he had your face. 
 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
I mislead you 
and I mislead myself, 
and just like other times 
I lose my time thinking – 
when I should rather be being . 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
let me live – and feel. 
it’s difficult enough to be rocked by your presence.  
let the poet in me die – 
let me be happy for once – 
I am growing insane every single day. 

 
....✫.✫.✫.... 

 
i’m as unloved as i’d like to believe – writing poetry isn’t make believe.  

 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
 

And right now - i’m feeling this urge to text you and ask you where you’ve 
been all these days and if you still love me the same. But if i let you in - will i 
lose this side of me again?  

 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
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And you know when i try to sleep what happens? Dirty sad dark poetry makes 
it way and reminds me of how you traumatised  me. And you ask me - if I am 
mad at you? 

 
....✫.✫.✫.... 

 
I don’t know if it’s my inability to tell you 
Or my inability to love you 
That’s killing me more.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
 
With words like he says, he opens the doors of my empire and makes his 
place right into the chamber where the queen lives. And one day - I will not be 
able to. And that scares the queen. 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

 
No amount of time will be ever enough with you. The moment you will leave 
me home - will be the moment i’d mark a time to meet you again.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
 
I do this thing with him - whenever i am tired or i am shy. I place my forehead 
on  his shoulder  and stand there for a minute or two. It feels better. It always 
does.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
I am asking myself to be a good girl for some more months i’ll come back to 
kiss you better and bite you harder.  
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....✫.✫.✫.... 

 
 
I sometimes think how difficult i am and continue to be. I blame you for 
overthinking when i myself am the reason why you ever think about life. I tell 
you to not miss me  - when all day i am the reason why you get hiccups. I tell 
you things and you listen to them and after some days they all fall out of place. 
I wish to tell you how much i love you - but then i start picking up arguments 
with you. And then i think how lucky  i am to have you because nobody not 
even me -  nobody understands me or is willing to love me the way you do. 
And i hope to never hurt you. Because it hurts me too. But if i ever did - i’d beg 
on my knees for you. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
We fight on things like if i am pretty or not. And each time you win - i do not 
submit to you, i let your declaration stand there, just be. And you know what is 
funny? When people tell me that i am not pretty - i say to them in the eye that i 
am beautiful, gorgeous and all the other adjectives you use to describe me. 
You see what i am doing ? You see what you are doing? You see? I am 
using your words to fill every sentence i can. I want you.  

 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
We know so little about hope, hurt and heart.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
 Come any monday or wednesday none will be able to take away the spark 
your eyes have and the excitement of you heart. I’ll keep reminding you of 
who you are - I will keep reminding you.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
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He asks  me to not think so much - but what if these thoughts keep us alive in 
me? 
He tells me to talk to him - but I do not know the consequences of the words i 
chose to say! 
He requests me to take care of myself - but what if i like myself bruised ? 
He tells me he loves me - and i ask him if i can love  him more than he does? 
And sometimes i request you to leave - when i instead want you to stay. 
And I have never missed myself - as much as i miss  you every single day. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

Sometimes i wonder how difficult it is to love me or be with me. I keep my 
sorrows to myself, I filter my life worse than the teenagers these days, i sob 
alone and love passionately. I take every lesson to my heart and try to live by 
it - and on days when i can’t feel you  i start to curse my life, my living, my 
time. I am doing no good to you by keeping you here with me. What if we are 

not meant to be? 

 
  

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
And sometimes a teardrop  when you call me love - because it is beautiful the 
fact i found someone who loves me like that. 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
Everyday - i get lost in that something about you. 

 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

On all days when i couldn’t breathe with ease, even he couldn't . we hid our 
weaknesses - to let life reach us, teach us but in the end only we could 
answer the questions the other had.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
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I have re-lived every incident so many times, I could write a storyline  with all 
the damn possibilities. In the end  of each of them there will be you and me.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
We had it all but when did we? 
I always believed i had lost you, until you told me your mind only wandered to 
find me.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
 
I hope we both become very busy and this love becomes a memory none of 
us can carry.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
Ever since you walked in , you took a lot of my pain and let it colour itself and 
come back in my life. You paint the greys in my life to beautiful reds and pinks. 
You take my annoyance and make into beautiful memories. You  make me 
laugh. You touch me without ever actually holding me. You make me realise 
why love is, and forever will be the only thing my heart will beat for 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
Should i blame the circumstances  
For not letting me be with you 
As much as any of us would like 
Or is it true that long waiting is included.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
I stood there as the raindrops romanced me. And in those raindrops i felt him. 
His skin against mine, his breathe. His being. And that’s him in my first rain of 
summer.  
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....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
From names to pronouns 
From mine to his 
From tears to poetries 
From morning to dinner 
There is him and i  
And there are conversations we belong to 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

And i’ve learnt it’s called love 
When he becomes the reason and decision 
When his words are read like textbooks 
And his voice like prayers 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

It's about how you hold my hand and pull me closer to you at the metro 
station. It's about how you stop me from walking ahead without you. It's about 
when the lift doors shut and you come close and kiss me. It’s about how you 
call me beautiful a million times without my consent. It's about how you look at 
me when i eat my pizza. It's about how i feel i have rights on you which i do 
not exercise. It's about how you move closer to me to ask me why the kiss 
was different this time. It's about how you try to look into my eyes and i look 
away from you. It’s about how much personal i feel with you. It’s about when 
you constantly swap our positions while walking to protect me from any 
possible danger. It’s about how i feel so comfortable with your lips, tongue and 
teeth with mine. It’s about how you hold my hand in the backseat and cover it 
with your bag. It’s about how i ask you to look at me cause i belong to you. It’s 
about the becoming of us from a you and me. It’s about how you kiss my hand 
without me ever realizing till it’s already done. It’s about our private moments 
and the jubilance.  
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....✫.✫.✫.... 

 
Us. the idea of us. On somedays we are. And on somedays we are not. On 
somedays i tell my mother about my love for you on others i push away any 
thoughts of you. And i know this is how i feel about us, and maybe your 
perspective is completely liberal to the idea of us not talking for days - 
because your love allows for that. 
But mine only binds me to the very idea of you, us and you. My ideas are 
shaken easily when there is no news from you, of you. I start to believe in the 
law of averages because of you. I start to cross my boundaries just to be right 
next to you, because your habits scare me. Your habits of  not replying to my 
texts or not acting nicely, or not talking to me at all bring fury and rage to me in 
abundance. And there i sit in my room - thinking what will bring you back to 
me.  
And by now - i know something always brings you back to me, but in the 
moments when you’re not-  i have already died several deaths.  
And it seems amusing to me - when you ask me whether i’m mad at you. As if 
i have the answer to your arrogant or snobbish ways of living life with the love i 
gave you.  
And somedays - when i try to push you away , you tell me how the other 
person was right about me. As if all we had was a joke or a puppetry. As if all i 
meant to you was nothing but her dialogue hold more  worth than my state of 
being. As if my love meant nothing for you. As if all your i love yous were only 
a side comment, to let my guard down.  
And i know - i never told you how much i hate all those people who tell you 
things about me, or us - and how you inject me with self misery each time you 
give value to their opinion. Maybe we’re like the characters of the animes that i 
like to watch these days - we hurt each other so much, so delicately, so 
clumsily, so foolishly.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
 
Today morning - i sat looking at the place we took those photographs that you 
like seeing, and i like too. The ones in which we posed for the first time - like a 
couple. You know - whenever i walk through that place i can never feel us 
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there, the memories don't roll back, your remarks are not heard, your smile 
isn't seen, and my nervousness or hesitation isn't felt. I walk through that spot 
with my head straight and  i don't feel a thing about it. And i wonder how that 
could be, cause at that very place i have some of my best memories of you.  

 
....✫.✫.✫.... 

 
no conversational opener could start me. no memory could romance me. no 
drink could allure me. no hands could love me. (but his does). the silence.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

I see you climb up on the escalator stair to stay with me.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
The way we look at each other after we kiss, is my favourite memory  of 
looking at you. And forever will be. Where in you look at me with sweet eyes - 
and i look at you with caramelized sweet sugar eyes.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

Somedays i woke up with his names on my lips 
Somedays i woke up with the idea of us 
Somedays i woke up to do my work 
But somedays i did not wake up to any of it - and on those i did not know 
about us.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

We search for lifts, empty ones. And the staircases that not much people know 
about. We look for places wherein i can pull him closer to my physical body 
and be naked mentally. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
He calls me stupid  and i like it. I call him idiot and he loves it.  
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....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
On many days when i’m about to sleep and his text comes all the sleep find 
it's shelter somewhere. We text in hours of night and day - nobody knows 
about. We touch the limits of romance nobody ever imagined. We speak truth 
and it cuts our hearts - but in the morning we stitch our hearts back.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
In the lift that day - his hands went on my bums. I knew they went there. But 
my body did not show any opposition to it. He rubbed them and squeezed 
them - and i could feel every sensation. I came home and tried doing the 
same with my booty but i miss his touch. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
In the movie hall - we had sex.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

It started with him asking to keep his hands around my waist. His hands 
explored while my eyes looked at the screen. His hands felt soft as they were 
roaming around. My hands. My thighs. My feet. My neck. My hair. In no order 
but for the movie i was his and his hands were mine. He kissed me a trillion 
kisses - maybe some more than that. he kissed me with so much love, i would 
never want to doubt him again. He kisses so sweet. His head comforted in the 
arch of my neck and shoulders. It was romantic. I so wanted to kiss him but i 
had already melted into his hands. How would i do what i decided. I felt so 
loved. I felt so nice. After when the movie ended - i looked at his eyes and i 
have never seen so much love and adoration in a person before. His eyes 
were wet with pure love. I love you. I could not look into his eyes for more than 
a minute. I so wanted to fuck you but all i did was looked at the screen. I 
melted for you. I love you.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
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What we have is special. Very special. Very very very special. I look at my 
friends and their relations. And then i look at us. I look at my parents or my 
family and then i look at us. I look at the world and then i look at us. And then i 
look at nothing but us. We are powerful, wild and magical. What we have is 
special.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
It is sad how fast our moods change and how we ignore each other so quick 
to not let our faith drown. I love you. And more than that you love me. But 
sometimes on some nights we get into these text conversations where all we 
do is avoid the other - and more often than me, you do it. or. it is equal. Or 
maybe i do not know. I do it in the day. You do it in the night. I leave you 
wondering in the day - you leave me awake at night and i do not know which 
of it is more dangerous or threatening, but i think each one of us destroys the 
other a little on times when we do not not talk - or let the texts unreceived 
unanswered.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

We live and love and die and miss and kiss and live and die and miss.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
You gave me the summer of my life - i’ll cheer you in helping you get the life of 
your dreams. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

You look at my eyes -look at you when we kiss and you look right through my 
chest and uncage my heart and take away  those secrets i like to hide. And on 
some random days you tell me all of them and they only make me blush and 
spin in circles of jubilance.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
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I like the way we do us.  

....✫.✫.✫.... 
I cannot live without you - and as easy as those words sound. I tremble in the 
pressure of them every time my heart misses you.  

 
....✫.✫.✫.... 

 
If i step outside the circle of us - am i not already gone? Are you not already 
gone? 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

My left hand feels empty without our initials.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

I get jealous when you talk to every person who is not me.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

That Sunday afternoon phone call was precious. It takes courage to be honest 
- to open your heart - to talk about issues affecting your heart. And I know I did 
force you to open up - cause honey it was tearing my existence apart to see 
you like that, shattering into pieces. I love you in ways I still do not know - or 
maybe will never know. That Skype call was necessary. Everything that 
happened that day was needed. And from that day - you became more dear to 
me than you were.  
I love you - and this time let be the only one saying it. I love you. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
 And most importantly you are presentlymine.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

I am scared of what i am willing to do - to keep you with me 
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....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
 

 
When will i stop replacing my words with an i love you? 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
I’ll never call you bae again - this is how far we stand- today, right now.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
We talked about me today - i think it was funny. Are you ever going to be nice to me? 
Like maybe i do not know. I hate you.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
In another world at another time - i can see myself being honest with you. But right 
here i am letting you take control till i break.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
I am suffocating from how much i get of you 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
You slept tonight thinking all was fine. I am up thinking what i can do to keep making 
you think like that. I am starting to hate everything  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

Why do you love me at all? Why can’t i act like i love you too.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
I am already as broken as I can be. Don't take yourself away from me. 
Fight for me from me.  

Maybe it is confusing.  
Fight for me from me. 

I am fighting some battles too - don't go away. 
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Fight for me from me.  

 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
I am begging you -  to borrow you from you.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
 
i hope no one ever touches/feels  you face like i do. never. not even your 
next. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
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Okay. 

Bye. 

I’m Sorry. 
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I’ll hold you loosely - lose enough, so only if you wanted to come back, only 

then you would. 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
I am making my tangibility essential to your living. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
Maybe there are some truths you are hiding from me. 
Maybe they are best not heard. 
Why do we always hide the most important things until it is the day and there 
is absolutely nothing that  can be done about it.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

He stated that he wanted me to stay with him even when he denied. But I 
guess what he really meant was that he would build the boundary wall in such 
a way that no amount of patience would help me get across it. He plays 
clever. I play heart.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

I really want to love you - but sometimes your words reach unidentifiable 
corners in me. And it hurts - maybe do not go any farther away. I won’t be able 
to bring you back.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
Are we  heavy on your heart? I really wanted to ask you this. I wish I had. But 
to me your tears are far more precious than wasted dialogues of mine.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
He said - you told me to be happy. And because I could no longer do that - I 
hid in my shell. And here I am, I am as sad as I can be. And I miss you with all 
of me. Please fix me.  
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I would have slapped you, kicked you, almost murdered you after hearing 
those words - but I only shut your mouth. And asked for you  to share with me 
every single emotion of yours.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
Like mysteries of a case 
You are a love  -good as a mistake. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
You still see him, you still feel him, but now you feel more happy for him with 
his new than being sad for your old, for your past. We almost do.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
In my sadness - i find myself sleeping, hoping when i wake up something 
would bring him back to me.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
maybe like the leaves of autumn 
we will fall 

maybe like the smell of coffee 
I will want you- 
more than ever- of knowing myself 
I’ve never craved so bad- 
never been this much, 
on days like these, and much that will follow 
I cannot decide – if there is any of us, 
or should there be- 
and yet when I look at others 
I am brave enough 
to stand in storms for you, 
but this is not what I desired for, 
let it take away from me, 
let it leave me barren, 
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cause now I have felt- 
how it is to be not being recognised for your existence. 
or maybe like the words in my poetry- 
I too shall disappear in your dismays. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
And there’s this kind of wait for your text messages and replies on my snaps - 
like i would break every rule to only get exclamation marks from your side.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
My life envelopes around your words - i am wrapped in your arms, i want to be 
loved.  

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

Will we end up kissing? Or will I end up writing about you forever 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
Dude, you love me. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
look – i am left here again 
wondering what will bring you back 
assuming i’m there 
will i find you there too, 
these questions of knowing my worth 

in the currency of yours 
will never take me forward in the life like this- 
so I decide to dump  myself 
and sit in heaven with you again 
or so it seemed – but then 
as I am – you never will be. 
and one of us leaves. 
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....✫.✫.✫.... 

Sometimes when i start to speak and i stop midway - i wonder if my life 
matters at all to your ears. And then you say - go on. And then i try to start 
with my story again cutting out the fun parts that i think will be long to narrate . 
And then you say okay  - a word i dislike hearing from your side. And then i 
say okay - cutting the conversation short. And then you give me another 
opportunity to speak again but then i do not understand if it matters at all to 

you   -so i rather ask you to speak. And i know if you are reading this you 
would say in your mind - i know how stupid she can be  and that you know me. 
But these words are important for me - and i believe they should be important 
for you as well. I hate  you.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

we corrupt the idea of our lover in response to our own moods. 
and I don't think it makes sense to disdain somebody’s worth like that - but as 
far as i know i have done this since the beginning of time. 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

 I do not like it when you act with me like i am not a part of you. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

and sometimes a single text or a simple hello changes every thing you ever 
felt. cause now my lies engulf our existence and intertwine our future. I’m not 
the best queen, but now  I’m yours to lose . 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

I didn’t miss us, cause that’s a misconception I never dealt with. 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
We still try to talk, ignoring the misty clouds that have been fabricated 
themselves between us, but none of our texts seem to last for more than 5 
from mine or yours. All our conversations die .  
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....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

I'm not a part of your life 
I never will be 
we're pretending to play 
play with the truest words 
and craziest lines 
I'm sorry- you still don’t realise 
how I get almost all so quickly 
maybe you should've known you are dating somebody 
you should have never known. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
tell me it’s going to be fine- 
but I could guess it- 
I had changed my love affairs- 
my mirage  of you- 
fell lost in empty decisions of your past. 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
it’ll be a lie- 
now that I’ve figured out 
what kind of liar I am 
cause my lies are the wine 
I allure  you with. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
 
And I hope  one day- I wake up 
not next to the memories I have created with you 
cause I’ve wasted my time on us, 
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and now it suffocates my breathes 
all those words seem chaotic 
just like your apologies. 
I should have told you- 

my deepest emotions 
each time I cried , 
cause now I write poetry than talk to you 

about you - to ease away my pain. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
Maybe poets are the biggest liars- cause their miseries lie in romantic poetries 
not on their lips that they used to speak  to others. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
i’ll be happier in your absence  cause your presence seems like a sin to me. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
I hope to find you in a better shape, 
Once I’m okay  
I leave you with all socials to enjoy but mine 
Till I get what is mine .  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
Good, now that I have proof that you are so not good 
I have more courage to dislike you. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
Anyways, i hate you enough to love you again.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
I spend my time - waiting for texts from him 
And i personally want to believe - 
That’s a job i enrolled myself for- 
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Without my own permission 
....✫.✫.✫.... 

 
Ever since i learnt to write your name- 
I never wrote mine again.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
I am stupid enough to take myself away from you 
Be brave enough to keep bringing me back to you. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
Every late night conversation we have had - made one of us cry. I am 
starting to question the entire idea of ever being involved in one.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
It feels like i could be dying and it would not matter to you now that you’re 
saying * okay*. 
(I cried on my way back in public.) 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
I will give you space and time - but will continue to love you in mannerisms i 
wish to. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
You know days - when you  try to manage your shit all by yourself - keeping 
me away from you - it hurts me. And then you say words like - sorry, bye or 
okay and they only prove to me how exclusive we are when life serves us with 
hard times.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

what if you're thinking about my unusual behaviour? what if you're thinking 
about my short replies? what if you're thinking about why my snaps are late? 
what if you're thinking where am i in this world? what if you're thinking that i do 
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not love you? what if you're thinking why i do not talk to you? what if you're 
thinking why am i this ill - mannered child? what if you're thinking you do not 
interest me anymore? what if you're thinking why i don't kiss you first? what if 
you're thinking my love is a false hope? what if  you're thinking i do not love 
you anymore? what if you're thinking why you ever invested your time in me? 
what if you're thinking of all the dirty things i have done to you? what if you're 
taking away yourself from me? what if you want me to beg for you to stay? 
what if i do not make sense to you anymore? what if my details seem to bore 
you? what if you cannot feel my affection anymore? what if you cannot see the 
light at the other end? what if you do not wake up to my name anymore? what 
if i am only one wanting your arrival? what if i am left alone again? what if you 
really want to talk to me but cannot find the courage anymore? what if my 
eyes narrated to you how my heart only beats for you? what if you really were 
never meant to be mine? what if you really were just a phase? what if you 
think about me before you sleep but would rather leave my messages on a 
read? what if you love me too but you're too scared to tread on this path any 
longer? what if i cannot find the words anymore to tell you how it is killing me - 
but if just by chance you do just say you love me. 
but what if i am just overthinking and all these questions have no basis of 
staying put? 
 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

You are making it difficult for me  to come back to you. Stop . You do not have 
to deal with it like this.  

 
....✫.✫.✫.... 

 
I knew you were not promised for tomorrow - i still chose to love you today.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
Can i talk to you everyday? I think i will live better then.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
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The small talk we have on days you're not feeling good - means alot to me.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

I have cried happy tears on you. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

All we have is our side of love and the memories of yesterday. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
I never mean to hurt you - I only wish to see you be. 
 I never would impose on you - I only want to import you to me.  
I never want to insult you - I only want to be your advisory.  
I never meant to enslave you. I only want you to relish your dreams.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
Just saying whatever you want to, 
would never change the way I want you. 
 

 
....✫.✫.✫.... 

 
For each time you miss me - leave a missed call on me. Let me know - how 
you feel kilometres away there. Let me feel your presence right here next to 
me. Appreciate our togetherness - than despise the physical distance between 
our bodies. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
 
It is his method of defence to keep himself safe.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
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I breathe wholly in your presence. I want to breathe like that always.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
My god will keep you safe for me. Selfish. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
He is a sad hopeless lover. He is my  lover.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
This love is about making you believe - I want you. This love is about making 
you want to share yourself with me.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
Our late night confessional chats spills truths - ensuing new bruises.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
He asks me if I am angry. And I tell him that I am not. (I'm only letting you go 

as far you could possibly go).  

 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
And it is okay - you can leave all my trials of communication on a simple read - 
but know this when I stop trying nothing we have will breathe anymore.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
Once I leave, I leave it all to decay.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
How can you promise me forevers - when you cannot talk to me today ? 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
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You like hiding yourself from me. I like to tamper with the walls behind which 
you hide. When you come back - i wrap you in my arms - and i do not let you 
go. Repeat. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
 
I am fragile to your change in behaviour of communication. You make me 
wonder - if you want us to stay/be/ belong. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
I want to say so many things to you on days when you do not feel okay. But i 
wonder if that would hold of any value to you. So i replace it with bitmojis and 
simple words. But i wish i would run home to you - ring your doorbell and yell 
my mind at you. But those are only dreams i hold.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
You need time before you need me. 
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
I protect you from my poetry like a lover protects his love interest.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
I don't fight with you - I fight with your ego which does not allow you to be 
more of me.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
Healing you hurts me at times 
Healing you will take time 
At times - you hesitate from receiving this healing. 
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But i will continue to heal you as long as we are, as long as  i am, as long as 
you are.  
I will heal you.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
You are making me fall in love with the idea of you. But I only wish to love 
you.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
I don’t know how we ever came up with things like this. Against each other. 
But it isn’t pretty at all.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
i just got hurt again. ridiculous /funny 

 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
i will always feel compared to – 
now that he mentioned her  once in our conversation. 
she will be a threat to my honesty,behavior and love. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
This love is becoming singular  in nature.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
are we happening to life on its own terms, cause I can’t seem to keep up pace 
with this phase of life. 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
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Do you know how quickly I start to miss you again ? 5 minutes after our 
conversation ends. I want you to come back and talk to me . 5 minutes. Every 
single time 5 minutes. needy .  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
Something always bring you back to me. I wonder what that something - is 
this time.  
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 

 
There is a part of me that gets so badly affected due to the lack of us  - that I 
forget how to be. But you still chose to keep yourself to yourself like a little 
baby. and I do not think that it is a nice idea to hurt your lover like that but you 
somehow always manage to do it perfectly good enough to leave tears down 
my face. I want you.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
 
 
I never knew i could be sad  and happy at the same time in the memory of you. 
I do not want to miss  you - please come here and comfort me. 

I am trying to be strong. I hate being strong.  
 
 

....✫.✫.✫.... 
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Let me fill you 

Let me fill you 

Let me fill you 

Till i breathe.  
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That’s All Folks! 

We are meant to be - and one 
day when we will be living in 
our home - i’ll read these 
pages and i will still feel the 
same way. But rather than 
writing - i’d come over to you 
and keep my head on your right 
shoulder like i normally do. I 
will ask you to bow and let me 
kiss you and if a teardrop 
drops - i’ll let you know and 
not runaway. I promise this 
with the faith of having you 
with me - through all that is 
to come. I love you.  
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